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The best combination of

Specification, Product &  Applicator

       ... for the job!

DriSilane®  Roofing Programme
The best specification, product and applicator combination 
for the refurbishment of profiled steel sheets, seals and gutters.

DriSilane® specifications use advanced hybrid technology 
that combines the elasticity of silicone and toughness of 
polyurethane for durable flexibility, adhesion and strength. 

DriSilane® products are manufactured and tested to robust 
and accredited ISO quality and environmental standards by 
the largest independent producers of sealants in the UK.

Fully moisture tolerant, DriSilane® coatings are installed only 
by experienced professionals, industry recognised for their skill 
and expertise.

DriSilane® ReCote carries a 20 year warranty.

REALTERM 
WAREHOUSE
LONG EATON NOTTINGHAM
286,200 sq ft.

Project Installation:

D. Evans Ltd  Tel:  0113 278 9603

Roof Repaint
Re Cote

Specification: Area

Roof: DriSilane® ReCote     28,620 m2

○  cut edge repair & sheet repaint

Elite Care & Security
Modern logistics and warehousing needs building stock that’s 
in tip top condition. The steel roofs often need specialist care 
and attention to provide continued protection for the valuable 
merchandise that’s securely housed within.

This project was undertaken for CBRE Birmingham by main 
contractor ISS Ltd. and work to the roof was completed well 
within budget and the stipulated 22 weeks by DriSilane® 
Roofing Programme experts D. Evans Ltd. of Leeds.

The DriSilane®  ReCote specification is designed to fully 
reinstate profiled steel sheet protection, and proved to be the 
most effective solution where a rapid turnaround was required 
to ensure the facility was quickly up and running.

That’s why the refurbishment of a 286,000 sq ft logistics facility 
in Long Eaton Notts. was entrusted to the care that could 
be  provided by DriSilane®  once  it was recognised that the 
factory installed plastisol protective coating to the roof sheets 
had reached its end of life.


